MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICER IN CHARGE:

SUBJECT: GENERAL HENRI GIRAUD
       RE: Expected Clandestine Crossing into Spanish Morocco

On 16 July 1944 this Agent was informed by a confidential informant, usually reliable, that he had received a communication from Algiers stating that GENERAL HENRI GIRAUD was planning to leave French Morocco.

This Agent checked with the BSM, Souk el Arba as to whether any such message had been received by them, and after some difficulty, this Agent obtained from Capitaine BOUSQUET an admission that such a message had been received.

The source of this Agent received word that the General would probably present himself in uniform and quietly walk into the neighboring zone, possibly accompanied by three or four other men. He is at present reported to be in Fes.

In this area, all French security agencies have made extensive preparations to prevent the General from leaving. Road-blocks have been set up in strategic locations and BSM, and BST inspectors are patrolling the region.
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